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Jeebly is derived from the Arabic term “BRING IT”.

Jeebly is a Tech driven last mile delivery service company headquartered in Dubai, UAE and in process of expanding into the rest of the GCC & the greater Middle East.

The delivery platform is designed to keep the client’s business requirements at the forefront and fulfill the need of the end consumers by providing an extraordinary user experience.

With the evolving retail environment that requires all businesses to create a seamless cross platform experience ensuring world-class customer satisfaction and retention;

**JEEBLY IS A NEED OF THE HOUR!**

Jeebly does a door to door pick up and drop service that you can depend on to assist your business runs smooth & hassle free.
DRIVER & VEHICLES
• Under utilization of delivery resources.
• Initial Investment on Depreciating Assets Fleet
• Maintenance issues.

ADDITIONAL MANPOWER
• Need of an Operations personnel.
• Additional admin & HR staff higher.
• Management involvement.

ADDITIONAL HR REQUIREMENTS
• Recruitment of Drivers.
• Low Retention Rate of drivers.
• Other Legal challenges i.e. Visa Quota.

MANUAL INTERVENTION
• Low Automation.
• No route optimization
• Manual order distribution.

HIGH COST OF DELIVERY
• High cost of each delivery.
• Fixed overheads.
• Under utilization of assets.

NO REAL TIME TRACKING
• Low Automation.
• No route optimization
• Manual order distribution.

CHALLENGES FACED BY MERCHANTS
 DRIVER & VEHICLES
- Optimum Utilization of Resources
- Jeebly Investment on Infrastructure
- Zero maintenance hassles (replacements).

 JEEBLY MANPOWER
- No additional Manpower required.
- Trained & Skilled Manpower.
- No payroll costs.

 MANUAL INTERVENTION
- Route optimization
- Automated order distribution
- Notifications & Tracking

 ADDITIONAL HR REQUIREMENTS
- No Recruitment related work & costs.
- Retaining the best talent.
- Other Legal challenges i.e. Visa Quota etc.

 LOW COST OF DELIVERY
- Pay as you go
- No fixed costs
- ZERO Investment

 REAL TIME TRACKING
- Ability to monitor Delivery Time
- Real time updates on Traffic Jams
- Ability to monitor overall delivery experience
• Core Team are professionals from the Last Mile Delivery space and human capital management.
• A large fleet covering major locations of the UAE.
• 500+ Motorcycles & 100+ Delivery Vans
• Proven track record of delivering packages across all vertical food items.
• Current clientele includes Blue Chip entities.
• Currently handling 50K+ orders a month.
• Dedicated Customer Service Center.
CORE COMPETENCY TECHNOLOGY

• Proprietary In-house Tech Platform to manage the most complex Logistics of Last Mile Delivery.

• Capability of scheduling the orders.

• Enabled to serve as ON DEMAND DELIVERY platform. Automated order allocation / Run Sheet

• Route optimization.

• Fund Management / Cash on Delivery Management Order Life Cycle Live Tracking | ETA vs. ATA

• Continuous R&D, gearing up for Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning & Voice Automation

• JEEBLY TECHNOLOGY CAN BE API INTEGRATED
VERTICALS WE OPERATE IN

• FOOD & BEVERAGE
• E COMMERCE
• RETAIL
• COURIER SERVICES
• FROZEN / CHILLED PRODUCTS
• PERSONALIZED SHOPPING ASSISTANT

ON DEMAND + SUBSCRIPTION MODELS ACROSS ALL VERTICALS
WE THRIVE TOWARDS MAKING A DIFFERENCE AND BRINGING A REVOLUTION IN THIS SECTOR

TRAININGS AND CERTIFICATIONS
We organize regular training programs for all our resources and maintain a high level of

HYGIENE & GROOMING STANDARDS
We ensure all our resources get their Occupational Health Cards from the Municipal Authorities. We schedule Driver safety and Refresher Training Programs every 3 months.

All our Resources get certified in Food Safety and Handling by Highfield Qualifications UK. All our resources are EPT Level 2(English Proficiency Test) qualified.

HEALTH AND LIFE INSURANCE
We offer health and life insurance to all our resources to support & protect our team members.
JEEBLY Now
SERVICE OFFERING

PROVIDING ON-DEMAND LAST MINUTE DELIVERY

HOW IT WORKS
Contact us over the phone, website or download our App, and list yourself to avail our services.

GETTING ENLISTED WITH JEEBLY.COM
We will be glad to visit your business premises and plug in your exact location into our system to start the amazing experience for your business and your customers.

GO LIVE
Once you are enlisted with us you are ready to experience our professional and outstanding services.

START DELIVERING HAPPINESS
Make a pick-up as requested and when you have a package to be delivered.
DON’T WANT TO MAINTAIN A FLEET OF DELIVERY VEHICLES AND RELATED RESOURCES?
NO WORRIES! HERE YOU GO...

WE PROVIDE YOU A COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION TO MEET YOUR LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS... SUBSCRIBE AND GET FULL ACCESS TO YOUR DELIVERY NEEDS,

• Human Resource (Riders &/or Drivers)
• Delivery Vehicles (Bikes, Car, Vans etc.)
• Fuel
• Delivery Box
• Communication Tools (Mobile with Data pack)
• Uniforms
We are very happy with the way we have been working. It's at a small scale comparatively but very stable which is what we like…

Yup! The fixed model will hit its peak soon. We will have to come up with other models.

So let's see we can explore ways to integrate with Jeebly.

ZOMATO

McDONALD’S

Our delivery TATs are improved remarkably since we have partnered with Jeebly.

We are able to experience a multiplier effect in numbers of order placed by our customers…

TESTIMONIAL

WHY IS JEEBLY NO.1 CHOICE

SETTING, MONITORING AND SURPASSING CLIENT KPIs